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Results of Actions, Resolutions & Petitions for 2019 GPAC 
May 29, 2019 to June 1, 2019, in Topeka, Kansas 

Forrest Buhler, College Avenue UMC Lay Member to GP Annual Conference 

Contact Info: fbuhler@cox.net; 785-539-4026 

Detailed versions of the Conference Actions and Resolutions, and videos of the entire 

proceeding can be found online at: https://www.greatplainsumc.org/annualconference 

Great Plains Conference (GPC) Administrative Actions 

1. MINIMUM COMPENSATION RECOMMENDATION. The Personnel Committee recommends 

a two percent increase in the Minimum Compensation for clergy over the 2019 salary levels. 

This corresponds with the national rate of inflation. If approved this would go into effect 

Jan. 1, 2020. Approved.  

a. Status 2019: Full‐Time Local Pastor $ 37,617; Associate Member $ 40,051; 

Provisional Member $ 42,486; and Full Member $ 44,921 

2. CONFERENCE COUNCIL ON FINANCE AND Treasurer Report.  

a. Budget for 2020 – $15,330,047.  1% reduction from 2018.     Approved. 

b. Treasurer’s Report. For the second year in a row, the conference received over 90% 

payout of mission shares in 2018, with 10 districts over that, including the Flinthills 

District at 93.4%. 

i. Mission shares have decreased by 9.6% compared to this time last year, a 

deficit of more than $1.26 million. “We have no sense of how these trends 

may change through the remainder of the year, and particularly the last 

three months of the year when we as a conference receive a third of our 

mission share income.” 

c. Disaster Relief. $701,165 was contributed to GPC’s disaster relief program. 

d. Equity Reserves. $41.3 million - Best in the nation.  

e. Concerns In 2018. In the GPC, 72% of churches had no confirmation classes, 54% 

had no professions of faith, 41% had no vacation Bible school, 32% had no ministries 

to the poor, and 23% had no children or youth. “These are not mere percentages, 

friends, these are lost opportunities.” 

3. PENSIONS AND HEALTH BENEFITS ITEMS FOR ACTION 

a. Pension payments classified as rental housing allowance. An amount equal to 

100% of the pension, severance, or disability payments be designated as a 

rental/housing allowance for each such Clergy person.   Approved. 

b. Local Church Health Care Allowance. The board has recommended that the health 

allowance will continue to be $15,850 annually for 2020 and the expectation is that 

clergy will maintain no less than an ACA Bronze Plan. Emergency Health Grants will 

continue to ensure that all clergy can have ACA coverage. Approved as amended 

i. The plan was amended to allow full- and three-quarter-time pastors 

appointed to larger local churches that provide a health insurance plan to 

receive the equivalent financial support as the conference’s health 

allowance to purchase health insurance. 
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Election of GPC Delegates to General & Jurisdictional Conferences in 2020 

Every four years (quadrennial) the UMC worldwide comes together at a General Conference to 

develop and vote on policy for the UMC as found in the Book of Discipline and the Book of 

Resolutions. In addition, each Jurisdictional Conference of the UMC meets every four years to 

elect and assign Bishops for the UMC.  2020 is the next year that General and Jurisdictional 

Conferences will meet. The 2019 General Conference was a specially called General Conference 

to deal with human sexuality issues facing the UMC as required by actions taken during the 

2016 General Conference.  

The 2020 General Conference (GC) will be held on May 5- 15, 2020, in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

The UMC has determined that there will be 862 delegates total to the 2020 GC. This year the 

GPC elected: seven (7) lay and seven (7) clergy delegates to General Conference; seven (7) lay 

and seven (7) clergy delegates to Jurisdictional Conference; and three (3) lay and clergy 

alternates. Delegates are elected by each Annual Conference in the year before the General 

Conference year, so a major action taken at the 2019 GP Annual Conference was election of 

these delegates and alternates. The GPC is part of the Southwest Jurisdictional Conference, 

which meeting will be held July 15-18, 2020, in Houston, Texas, to elect Bishops.  

Forty-five (45) laity and thirty-seven (37) clergy of the GPC announced their candidacy for these 

positions. Each of the candidates submitted a profile to the GPC office, which profiles are 

available at the GPC website at: https://www.greatplainsumc.org/clergy-and-laity-profiles.  

In addition, the College Avenue UMC survey on human sexuality issues was sent to each of the 

lay candidates to help discern if their views are in line with those of our church.  

Clergy elected, with the ballot on which they won more than 50 percent of votes in ( ):

Clergy: General Conference (7 seats)  

1. Rev. Adam Hamilton (1st ballot) 

2. Rev. Amy Lippoldt (3rd) 

3. Rev. Junius Dotson (4th) 

4. Rev. Kalaba Chali (4th) 

5. Rev. Dee Williamston (5th) 

6. Rev. David Livingston (5th) 

7. Rev. Cheryl Jefferson Bell (10th) 

Clergy: Jurisdictional Conference (7 seats)  

1. Rev. Dr. Anne Gatobu (2nd) 

2. Rev. Mark Holland (2nd) 

3. Rev. Eduardo Bousson (2nd) 

4. Rev. Ashley Barlow-Thompson (3rd) 

5. Rev. Stephanie Ahlschwede (4th) 

6. Rev. Zach Anderson (5th) 

7. Rev. Andrew Conard (7th) 

Alternates (3 seats)  

1. Rev. Ashlee Alley Crawford (1st) 

2. Rev. Kurt Cooper 

3. Rev. Nathan Stanton 
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Laity elected, with the ballot on which they won more than 50 percent of votes in ( ): 

Laity 

General Conference (7 seats)  

1. Oliver Green (second ballot) 

2. Lisa Maupin (second ballot) 

3. Scott Brewer (second ballot) 

4. Randall Hodgkinson (third ballot) 

5. Steve Baccus (fifth ballot) 

6. Dixie Brewster (fifth ballot) 

7. Lisa Buffum (ninth ballot).  

Jurisdictional Conference (7 seats)  

1. Abigail Koech (second ballot) 

2. Dan Entwistle (second ballot) 

3. Jesi Lipp (second ballot) 

4. Shayla Jordan (third ballot) 

5. Ally Drummond (fourth ballot) 

6. Esther Hay (fifth ballot) 

7. Joyce Jones (seventh ballot) 

Alternates (3 seats)  

1. Roy Koech 

2. Abraham Ruffcorn 

3. Charles File 

The first 4 of the laity elected to GC share CAUMC values. Of the 34 elected delegates and 

alternates, seven laity and 12 clergy served in some way in the 2016-19 delegation. Two clergy 

(Prescott Barlow-Thompson and Anderson) are 35 or younger. Five laity (Lipp, Roy Koech, 

Jordan, Drummond and Ruffcorn) are in their 20s, and Abigail Koech, a high-school grad, is 17.  

Conference Resolutions 

Resolution #1 Kansas Area Foundation Inclusive Scope.   Approved.  

RATIONALE: To allow the Foundation to have an inclusive scope of ministry to continue serving all of the 

current United Methodist churches, affiliate organizations, and members in the connection, and to make 

the Foundation self‑ sustaining and autonomous, like the Nebraska United Methodist Foundation, to 

ensure its stability and fiduciary commitments. 

WHEREAS, the Kansas Area United Methodist Foundation is currently only allowed to serve United 

Methodist churches, affiliate organizations, and members, and is not allowed to serve a church or 

affiliate organization if it disaffiliated from the denomination; and  

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Kansas Area United Methodist Foundation seeks to position the 

Foundation to serve all current United Methodist and formerly United Methodist churches, affiliate 

organizations, and members, helping to cultivate generosity to change lives across our connection; and  

WHEREAS, the Nebraska United Methodist Foundation has set a precedence to be inclusive for all such 

churches, as well as to become self‑ sustaining and autonomous from the Great Plains Conference; and  

WHEREAS, the current anxiety within the denomination is causing faithful and generous people 

unnecessary concern about the stability and fiduciary commitments of the Foundation because of the 

legal connections to the Great Plains Conference. 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Great Plains Conference approves the following changes to the 

Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of the Kansas Area United Methodist Foundation, so that the 

Foundation is inclusive in its scope of ministry, as well as organizationally self‑ sustaining and 

autonomous from the Great Plains Conference. 

IMPLEMENTED BY: Kansas Area United Methodist Foundation, in conjunction with the Treasurer and 

Director of Administrative Services and the Conference Chancellor(s).  

SUBMITTED: Rev. Dr. Dustin D. Petz, Clergy President and CEO of the KS Area UM Foundation 
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Resolution #2 - #10: Church closings.  Approved.  

Kilgore United Methodist Church, located in Kilgore, Nebraska was founded in 1909; Trinity Community 

Church, a United Methodist Church located in Wyandotte County, Kansas, was founded in April 1961; 

Valley View United Methodist Church located in Johnson County, Kansas, was founded in 1959; St. Paul 

United Methodist Church located in Chetopa, Kansas; Ada United Methodist Church located in Ada, 

Kansas, was founded August 10, 1886; Delphos United Methodist Church located in Delphos, Kansas was 

founded March 5th, 1877; Portis United Methodist Church located in Portis, Kansas, was founded May 8, 

1897; Robinson United Methodist Church located in Brown County, Kansas, was founded in 1879; Hicks 

Chapel Episcopal Methodist Church, commonly known as Hicks Chapel United Methodist Church,   

located in rural Cowley County, Kansas, was founded in 1909. 

(Note: New church plants in Wichita, Omaha, Kansas City and Overland Park were celebrated.) 

(Note: Twenty-two churches in the Great Plains are celebrating their 150th anniversaries this year.) 

RESOLUTION #11 - Renewal Leave for Clergy   Approved 

WHEREAS, The Book of Discipline of The United Methodist Church recognizes the need for clergy to take 

a respite from the normal exercise of pastoral ministry; and 

WHEREAS, Clergy serving local churches need times of refreshment that often go beyond the 

disciplinary requirements for   continuing education and spiritual growth, and Renewal Time is desired 

for clergy who need time for rest   and reflection making for growth in ways other than those defined by 

The Book of Discipline (¶350) ; and 

WHEREAS, The Book of Discipline provides the instrument for Renewal Leave for Bishops (¶410.2) and 

District   Superintendents (¶420) but not specifically for clergy under appointment; and 

WHEREAS, Renewal Time is not “empty” or unstructured time but fits the guidelines of the early church 

as reflected in the   Gospel of Mark where, after returning from their missionary journey, Jesus invited 

the disciples to “come away by   yourselves to a lonely place, and rest a while.” We believe that the 

renewal time was not intended to be task oriented; and 

WHEREAS, Renewal Time is needed to allow clergy the rest from normal duties in order that they may 

regain a lost or fading    perspective on ministry; and 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Great Plains Annual Conference (GPAC) shall adopt a policy and 

procedure to allow all   clergy members of the conference (¶602.1, The Book of Discipline), who have 

served six (6) consecutive   years under full‑ time appointment (or less than full‑ time appointment 

equivalent to 6 consecutive years of full‑    time appointment) to take up to three months’ leave from 

his or her normal responsibilities for purposes of   reflection and self‑ renewal; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that adequate funding shall be made by the local church/charge to pay the 

pastor’s salary during the period she or he is on Renewal Time. The Great Plains Annual Conference shall 

provide an amount at   least equal to the minimum compensation of a full member, associate member, 

or full-time local pastor, as listed in the report of the Personnel Committee in the Conference Journal of 

the Annual Conference, to an   interim pastor for the agreed upon period in which the pastor under 

appointment is on Renewal Leave; and 
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, The District Superintendent of the District in which the local church/ charge 

is located, shall   name the interim pastor in consultation with the Pastor Staff Parish Relations 

Committee of the local church/charge   involved. Detailed arrangements of housing, dates, etc., shall be 

made by the District Superintendent, the pastor   who is on Renewal Leave, the local church/charge, and 

in consultation with the interim pastor. 

Implemented by Clergy Excellence, Board of Ordained Ministry Submitted by Rev. Lenard Maxwell 

RESOLUTION #12 - Amendment to Safe Gatherings             Referred to Connectional Council 

RATIONALE: We commend the efforts and actions of the Great Plains Safe Gatherings policy. We agree 

wholeheartedly with the intent and wording of the Introduction and Policy lines 8‑ 25. We do not 

question the need for training, certification and monitoring of persons working with children and other 

vulnerable populations. The intention of this resolution is to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of 

the screening process while honoring and maintaining the spirit and intent of the current policy. 

Alternative training and screening procedures, as long as they do not compromise the effectiveness of 

the current policy, will allow congregations to train more volunteers in a timelier and cost‑ effective 

manner. 

WHEREAS, while Safe Gatherings training is well‑ done, it is also a very expensive, cumbersome, and 

lengthy process, and 

WHEREAS, it is true that some congregations do not have the resources to develop their own training 

program, other   congregations do. The congregations that are able to do so should have the option 

create their own so long as   the background check and reference provisions are included, and 

WHEREAS, the proposed amendment will allow for a local church to train and field more volunteers to 

the mission field   while still doing everything possible to protect vulnerable populations.  

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED the current Great Plains Safe Gatherings Policy be amended as follows: 

Line 58: The Certification Authority (insert) of the Great Plains Annual Conference 

Line 60: (insert) The Certification Authority of a local church or charge shall be the Senior Pastor, 

Director of   Children’s Ministry, the Administrative Board and the Trustees. 

Line 73: training and certification, and it shall may also be the training and certification…   

Line 77: Safe Gatherings Coordinator of the conference or the local church or charge 

 Line 79: The Safe Gatherings Coordinator of the conference or the local church or charge  

Line 90: The Safe Gatherings Coordinator of the conference or the local church or charge  

Line 92: The Great Plains Annual Conference or the local church 

Line 106: serve with the Great Plains Annual Conference (insert) or a local church or charge. 

Implemented by the Annual Conference and the effected local church or charge. Submitted by St. 

Andrew’s United Methodist Church – Omaha, Nebraska 

You may find the Conference Safe Gatherings policy found at 

www.greatplainsumc.org/safegatheringsbestpractices.   
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RESOLUTION #13 - Change to Clergy Health Benefits      Disapproved 

RATIONALE: This policy change will accomplish several things: 

1. The local church will only pay the actual cost of the health insurance for their pastor. While this may 

have some minor effect on appointments, it is really a fairness issue for the local church and the clergy. 

A pastor who is using   spousal insurance, Medicare Supplement, or other benefit insurance should not 

receive payment designated as   health insurance when, in fact, that amount is actually part of the salary 

since it is not used as a reimbursement.   

2. For tax purposes, health insurance payment becomes an Accountable Plan according to the IRS and is 

therefore   tax deductible. Technically, according to current CPA guidelines, paying a lump sum to the 

pastor without receipts is Non‑ Accountable and should be considered part of taxable income.  

 3. This change provides greater clarity in what pastoral compensation actually is for a local church by 

not disguising salary as health insurance compensation. 

WHEREAS, in 2018, the Annual Conference voted to continue the plan of clergy obtaining their own 

health insurance with   the amount of the local church obligation to be kept at $15,800 per year; and  

WHEREAS, this amount is paid to the clergy member regardless of the actual cost of their insurance, 

which creates an in   equality among the clergy as some are only purchasing Medicare’s Supplemental 

Insurance, using a spouse or other retiree benefit to cover insurance, while others are paying family 

plans all at the same rate of compensation; and 

WHEREAS, this also creates an issue for the local church, as they may be paying a sum to the pastor that 

may be more than   the actual cost of the insurance, or paying when there is no cost, creating a false 

impression of what the actual   pastoral salary is the for that appointment. 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Great Plains Annual Conference directs local churches to pay the 

actual premium amount of the pastors’ Health Insurance up to $15,800. 

Implemented by The Board of Pensions and Health Benefits 

Submitted by Mary L. Brooks, Lay Member of the Lyndon, Kansas, United Methodist Church 

 

RESOLUTION #14 - Creation Care         Approved 

RATIONALE: “The earth is heating up at an accelerating rate. Climate change poses a … threat.” God’s 

Renewed Creation document by UM Council of Bishops 

WHEREAS Job 12: 7‑ 8 instructs us to learn from God’s creation: “But ask the animals, and they will 

teach you, or the birds in     the sky, and they will tell you; or speak to the earth, and it will teach you, or 

let the fish in the sea inform   you”; and 

WHEREAS God’s creation is suffering as new research shows that surveyed animal populations have 

declined by more than   50 percent on average in the last two generations (Source: National 

Geographic); and 
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WHEREAS the UM Council of Bishops offered these challenging words from God’s Renewed Creation a 

decade ago: “Today, the human family is awakening to alarming news: after several thousand years of a 

stable climate that enabled us   to thrive, the earth is heating up at an accelerating rate. Climate change 

poses a particular threat to the world’s  

 poor because it increases the spread of diseases like malaria and causes conflicts over dwindling natural   

resources”; and 

WHEREAS the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change released a report in October 2018 

which indicates that we   have a window of 12 years in which to keep to a minimum of 1.5 C, change 

beyond which the risks of drought, floods, extreme heat and poverty for hundreds of millions of people 

will increase to catastrophic proportions; and 

WHEREAS the Fourth National Climate Assessment issued November 23, 2018, by 13 federal agencies 

has concluded that   human health and safety, our quality of life, and the rate of economic growth in 

communities across the U.S. are   increasingly vulnerable to the impacts of climate change; the 

cascading impacts of climate change threaten the natural, built, and social systems we rely on, both 

within and beyond the nation’s borders; societal efforts   to respond to climate change have expanded 

in the last five years, but not at the scale needed to avoid substantial damages to the economy, 

environment, and human health over the coming decades; rising temperatures, extreme heat, drought, 

wildfire on range lands, and heavy down pours are expected to increasingly challenge the quality and 

quantity of U.S. crop yields, livestock health, price stability and rural livelihoods. This reality was brought 

close to home as 65 of 93 counties, 74 cities and four tribal areas in Nebraska were in states of 

emergency in March 2019 due to catastrophic blizzards, wind and flooding; and 

WHEREAS climate change is impacting our global partners in the mission field and will only increase if 

significant actions   are not taken. (According to a World Bank report, climate change will transform 

more than 143 million people into  “climate migrants” escaping crop failure, water, scarcity, and 

sea‑ level rise); and 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the conference secretary send the following message to our state and 

national   representatives no later than June 14, 2019: “Members of the Great Plains United Methodist 

Conference are urging   you to acknowledge the urgency of climate change and support policies that 

promote renewable energy, reducing   emissions, and providing adaptation assistance for those 

struggling to survive in a changing climate”; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, with the assistance of the conference Creation Care Team, the Great 

Plains Disaster   Response Ministries will incorporate climate change mitigation into their responsibilities 

so that the church can   become more proactive as well as reactive to increasing catastrophic climate 

events; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that members of the Great Plains Conference reduce our carbon footprint 

through specific   measurable actions such as:  

 • becoming a Great Plains Creation Care Church https://www.greatplainsumc.org/creationcare 

 • becoming involved and take actions promoted by United Methodist Women in their Be Green 

program   https://www.unitedmethodistwomen.org/climate‑ justice 
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 • conducting an energy audit of church property to identify ways in which to reduce nonrenewable 

resources 

 • banning the use of disposable dinnerware in church kitchens 

 • planting community and pollinator gardens on church property 

 • planting native plants and grasses on church property that don’t need as much water 

 • installing solar on church property 

 • installing electric charging stations on church property 

 • installing bike racks on church property 

 • divest from the fossil fuel industry 

 • promoting nonpartisan public policies that address reducing carbon emissions and increasing 

renewable energy.  

Submitted by the Great Plains Conference Creation Care Team 

RESOLUTION #15 - Response to Climate Change  Referred to Connecting Council 

RATIONALE:  In response to the severe floods that wreaked so much destruction this spring—and 

remembering the   scriptural mandate to be good stewards of God’s Creation—this Resolution calls 

Great Plains churches to become   better informed about global climate change and set goals for 

reducing their carbon footprint.  

WHEREAS, the Bible clearly states that all humans are created in God’s image and that God calls all 

persons to be stewards and caretakers of God’s good Creation; and 

WHEREAS, flooding in Nebraska, Iowa, Wisconsin, South Dakota and other parts of the Upper Midwest 

caused devastating losses of property, which are estimated to exceed $1 billion. In addition, the flooding 

caused the deaths of thousands of livestock; and 

WHEREAS, some human lives were also lost due to the flooding and 4,400 families had to be evacuated.  

Nebraska Governor Pete Ricketts called the flooding the “most widespread destruction we’ve ever seen 

in in our state’s history”; and 

WHEREAS, there is broad consensus among scientists that the flooding severity this spring was a 

consequence of climate   change, caused by increases in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases 

over the past 150 years; and 

WHEREAS, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) warns that in the future Nebraska, Kansas 

and other Midwest   states will experience heavier rain storms and increased average precipitation 

during the winters and   springs, leading to an increased likelihood of flooding, such as was experienced 

this spring. Again, the projected   increase in flooding will be due to climate change, caused by the 

increase of greenhouse gases in the   environment, especially carbon dioxide, which the EPA says has 

increased by 40% since the late 1700s; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that Great Plains churches calculate their buildings’ carbon footprint, using 

information and   metrics provided by the Great Plains Mercy and Justice Team; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Great Plains churches, using their calculated carbon footprint as a point 

of reference, set   goals for carbon reduction over the following three years. These goals would take the 
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form of reductions in   electricity and petroleum consumption, which would be discussed and approved 

at their annual church/charge   conference in 2020; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that for the next three years, each church report on progress made to reduce 

their carbon foot print and reach their goals as part of the annual church/charge conference reports; & 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that each Great Plains church be encouraged to offer its members 

educational programs on   stewardship of Creation, with some discussion of climate change, using 

educational materials suggested by the   Great Plains Mercy and Justice Team; and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Great Plains Annual Conference encourage all members to calculate 

their own   individual carbon footprint—using information and metrics provided by the Great Plains 

Mercy and Justice Team—and set personal goals for carbon reduction. 

Implemented by Great Plains Annual Conference churches and members as well as the Great Plains 

Mercy and Justice Team. Submitted by the Rev. Richard O. Randolph, clergy member of the Conference  

RESOLUTION #16 - A Conscientious Dissent from the Traditional Plan   Approved. Vote: 607-396, 60.5%  

WHEREAS, using appropriate, quality biblical scholarship, there is no biblical mandate to discriminate 

against LGBTQ+ per‑  sons and relationships.   

WHEREAS, the United Methodist Church is capable of great nuance in the matter of biblical 

interpretation as displayed in its treatment of issues such as divorce and the ordination of women but 

reverts to simplistic literalism when it comes to the full inclusion of LGBTQ+ persons in its life and 

ministry.  

WHEREAS, the United Methodist Church has singled out LGBTQ+ persons for special punitive action 

while ignoring the “clear biblical teaching” on other matters such as pensions (Matthew 6:19‑ 20).  

WHEREAS, much of the Traditional Plan had already been ruled unconstitutional before it was voted 

upon.  

WHEREAS, the first general rule that John Wesley gave the people called Methodists concerns “doing no 

harm.”  

WHEREAS, United Methodists promise “to resist evil, injustice and oppression in whatever forms they 

present themselves.”  

WHEREAS, by passing the Traditional Plan, the denomination has done great, and perhaps irreparable 

harm to our LGBTQ+ siblings.  

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the Great Plains Annual Conference (GPAC) condemns the decision of the 

2019 General Conference to pass the Traditional Plan and apologizes for the harm that it has caused 

LGBTQ+ persons, their families, their friends, and the body of Christ. “We affirm that all persons are 

individuals of sacred worth, created in the image of God,” but we also assert and affirm that no human 

being is incompatible with Christian teaching.  

Submitted by the Rev. John R. Collins, Clergy Member of the Conference, and the Rev. Jennifer K. Collins, 

Clergy Member of the Conference (A complete list of co‑ submitters can be found at: 

https://revcollins.com/gpac‑ petition/) 
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PETITION # 1 -Science of Sexual Orientation Study Guide   Approved. Will go to General Conference 

The purpose of this petition is to promote the understanding of reliable, current scientific information 

regarding the determinants of sexual orientation.  

Scientific information, which has been ignored in our discussion of human sexuality, provides the 

“Reason” portion of the Wesleyan Quadrilateral which traditionally guides our denomination’s search 

for Truth. 

WHEREAS the United Methodist Church (UMC) has been torn apart by the debate over the relationship 

of the UMC to LGBTQ+ persons. 

WHEREAS an understanding of sexuality is essential for a rational discussion of this issue.  

WHEREAS a study of the scientific understanding of the elements determining sexual orientation was 

not a part of the deliberations of the Commission on the Way Forward nor a part of the discussion at the 

Council of Bishops or the General Conference.  

WHEREAS the body of knowledge related to the biology of homosexuality has expanded significantly in 

the last 3 decades, and evidence is no longer “inconclusive” as stated in the 1992 study on 

homosexuality commissioned by the General Conference.  

WHEREAS our Wesleyan tradition encourages us to include Scripture, tradition, experience and reason 

in our search for Truth, and scientific discovery contributes the “reason” part of this Quadrilateral.  

WHEREAS the reports of scientific discoveries related to sein1ality are published in scientific journals 

which are not read by the general public but are thoroughly reviewed by scientists with expertise in the 

field.  

WHEREAS sexual orientation is part of God’s creation, we are obligated by our Wesleyan heritage to 

seek a better under‑  standing of sexuality and the determinates of sexual orientation. 

WHEREAS the church, having placed so much emphasis on sexuality, has a responsibility for making 

available well‑ documented scientific information about sexuality,  

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the UMC will charge the General Board of Church and Society with 

the task of appointing a commission which will identify reliable, peer reviewed information regarding 

what is known about the factors influencing the development of sexual orientation, and assemble a 

study guide which will be dist1ibuted to local churches by January,  2022.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that each Conference be charged with encouraging and facilitating the 

organization of opportunities for the scientific study of sexuality within each district and by local 

churches.  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the General Conference avoid voting on matters related to sexual 

orientation until efforts have been made to understand the biology of the factors determining sexual 

orientation.  

April 19, 2019 Church & Society Committee, Asbury UMC, Prairie Village, Kansas Barbara Lukert, Asbury 

UMC, Prairie Village, Kansas 
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Figure 1  Approved 
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Opening Worship Service 

 A baptism was part of the opening worship, one of two times a child gave us hope for the 

future. A beautiful boy named Finnegan Gepford of Nebraska was baptized by Bishop Saenz. After doing 

so, the Bishop held Finn in his arms, so he was facing the 1200 delegates. Finn was thoroughly enjoying 

the moment kicking his legs and flailing his arms as he took it all in. The Bishop then said: “In the midst 

of all the dissension in the UMC, we’re in the process of creating a church for Finnegan”. 

Memorial Worship Service 

 Each year at Conference a worship service is held to honor all the pastors of the GPC who have 

died in the previous year. This year the service was held at First UMC in Topeka to console the families 

and remember the service of the 26 pastors and 12 spouses of pastors that died. The Rev. Chris 

Jorgensen from Omaha Hanscom Park UMC gave the sermon “A Lifetime of Foolishness” based on 1 Cor 

1:18-31. She said pastors are called to the radical counter cultural nature of God and Christ. God calls 

those of us who are being saved to live out Christ Crucified. Our Savior and God died on the cross to be 

humiliated and made an example of by the Roman Empire. The message of the cross is foolishness to 

those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the power of God. The pastors we are 

remembering tonight were called by God to proclaim this message and did so not to increase their own 

power or status, but to bring the saving grace of Christ to the people. How many of these saints were 

those who chose sacrifice and steadfast love for God’s people? How many stories can they tell about 

serving their congregation rather than furthering their own career. It is that love, service and sacrifice 

that we remember.  

 After the sermon seven-year-old Caroline McFarland sang a beautiful rendition of Be Thou My 

Vision to the 700 people in attendance that brought tears to our eyes in recognizing the future hope and 

joy of the saints who will make up the Church.  

Ordination Worship Service 

 Recognition of Licensed Local Pastors – 35; Provisional Elders – 8; Provisional Deacon – 1; 

Deacon in Full Connection – 1; Elders in Full Connection – 11; Transfer of Elder from the Korean 

Methodist Church – 1.  

Rev. Adam Hamilton of UM Church of the Resurrection gave the sermon on modeling the Good 

Shepherd. After first asking those who are being ordained: “What are you thinking? Or maybe better, 

‘Have you lost your mind?’” he acknowledged the power of God’s calling and gave them “Lessons for the 

Journey Ahead”. 1. You can’t lead people where you are not going – discipline yourself to daily scripture 

reading; remember people are watching so be sure to be the same person when no one is looking – 

integrity. 2. Successful people are willing to do the things unsuccessful people are not willing to do. 3. 

Pay attention to the Holy Spirit and God’s nudge. 4. Preach the Word and love the people. 5. Don’t give 

up in the face of criticism – Is God calling you to leave or are you just running? Jesus based his ministry 

on Ezekiel 34, God as the Good Shepherd. 

Retirement of Clergy – A record 54 pastors retired 

New Church Plants and Churches turning 150 years old – New church plants in Wichita, Omaha, Kansas 

City and Overland Park were celebrated. Twenty-two churches in the Great Plains are celebrating their 

150th anniversaries this year. 


